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Tuberculosis with its varied clinical manifestations is a common health problem amongst the developing
countries. In this study we prospectively studied the role of ADA levels in cold abscess content vis a vis pyogenic
abscess and brought out its positive role as an economical, rapid and reliable tool in diagnosis of cold
abscess.
KEY WORDS:  Adenosine Deaminase, Cold Abscess, Psoas Abscess,Mycobacterium Tuberculosis, Pulmonary
Tuberculosis, Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

Tuberculosis, since the times immemorial has
been a common health problem and despite all
the modern day advances in the fields of
diagnosis and pharmacology, it continues to be
a leading cause of mortality globally [1].  The
socio-economical impact of the disease can be
gauzed from the fact that it affects populations
across the boundaries of age, gender and it can
involve almost any organ of the human body.
Tuberculosis is a bacterial disease categorized
in pulmonary and extra pulmonary tuberculosis,
the most common causative agent of which is
Mycobacterium tuberculosis bacterium.
Glandular tuberculosis is the most common form
of extra pulmonary tuberculosis. Cold abscesses
formation, another manifestation of extra-
pulmonary tuberculosis that also include
tubercular psoas abscess [Figure 1,2,3] are not
at all rare especially in developing countries as
ours. An early differentiation from pyogenic
abscess is warranted as the management of the
two clinical entities is entirely different. A wide

range of tests available to diagnose tuberculosis
include Montoux, acid fast staining, culture,
chest x-ray and newer tests like the polymerase
chain reaction. Till date the gold standard for
diagnosis has been the demonstration of
caseous granulomatous inflammatory reaction
in the body tissues [2]. Fluid and serum ADA
levels have been advocated recently and
reported to have a high sensitivity and specificity
for tuberculosis. ADA is an enzyme of purine
metabolism that catalyses the conversion of
adenosine to inosine and is richly concentrated
in T-lymphocytes. Its estimation is relatively
quick and economical. Levels of > 47 IU/L in
pleural fluid, >40IU/L in pericardial fluid and >
36-40 IU/L in peritoneal fluid (Table 1) are useful
cut offs [3,4,5]. Spuriously raised levels may be
seen in rheumatoid pleurisy, lymphoma and
mesotheliomas [6].
Aim: We aim to determine the ADA levels in
contents of cold abscesses and compare them
with the ADA levels in contents of pyogenic
abscesses.
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Fig. 1: Right cervical
lymph node abscess.

Fig. 2: Left inguinal cold ab-
scess secondary to left psoas
abscess).

Fig. 4: Right psoas abscess.Fig. 3: Right psoas abscess.

Table 1: ADA levels (IU/L) in various body fluids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Body fluids ADA levels ( IU/L)

Serum        15-30

Pleural          <  47

Pericardial          < 40

Peritoneal         < 40

CSF         < 10

The study as per design is prospective non
randomised and observational in nature. Study
spanned from January 2015 to January 2016. 42
microbiologically (both AFB stain positive and
tubercle bacilli culture positive) confirmed cases
of cold abscess and 50 cases of pyogenic
abscess over any part of the body were studied.
Inclusion criteria: Microbilogically confirmed
consenting adult cases of cold abscess and
pyogenic abscess were included. A positive cut
off value of 47 IU/L was used for cold abscess,
as it is the highest cut off value suggested by
some studies for pleural effusion and since no
standard cut off values exist for a cold abscess.
Exclusion criteria: minors, non consenting
adults, those suffering from diseases that alter
ADA levels as enteric fever, diabetes, viral
hepatitis, HIV, nephritic syndrome etc and those
taking drugs that alter ADA levels as ribavirin,
alpha interferon etc were excluded.
Pus samples in both groups were obtained by
radiologically guided or direct aspiration and
surgical drainage.
OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

In cold abscess group raised ADA levels are ob-
served in 39 patients out of the total 42(92.85%).

An interesting co-observation is that in 94.87%
cases levels more than 200 IU/L were obtained.
Mean ADA levels of 229.90 IU/L have been ob-
served. In the pyogenic abscess group raised
ADA levels are observed only in 02 patients
(04.0%) and the raised levels in both these pa-
tients were below 70 IU/L. The mean value of
ADA observed in this group is 25.46 IU/L. Thus
ADA level measurement in a cold abscess has a
sensitivity of 92.85% with 96% specificity. A posi-
tive predictive value of 95.12% and a negative
predictive value of 94.11% is deduced [Table 2].
Table 2: Cold Vs pyogenic Abscess ADA values variations.

DISCUSSION

Group ADA Raised ADA Normal Total

COLD ABSCESS 39 (92.85%) 03 (07.15%) 42

PYOGENIC ABSCESS 02 (04.0%) 48 (96.0%) 50

In this study we have endeavoured to bring out
a role for ADA estimation in the diagnosis of
cold abscesses. ADA, an enzyme of purine
salvage pathway catalyses conversion of
adenosine to inosine and is ten times more
concentrated in lymphocytes( specifically T-
lymphocytes) than erythrocytes [7]. This enzyme
activity is accelerated in response to mitogenic
and immunogenic inducers . Also being an
enzyme its effect can be blocked by specific
inhibitors [8,9]. The ADA activity lags in
disorders of cell mediated immunity as in AIDS.
ADA measurements form a part of tools to
diagnose tuberculosis in tubercular pleural,
pericardial and peritoneal effusions and a
sensitivity and specificity rates of 95-97% and
85-90%, respectively have been reported in
literature [10-14]. In our study we have deduced
a sensitivity and specificity of 92.85% and 96%
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CONCLUSION

respectively. The positive and negative
predictive values as inferred from our study are
95.12% and 94.11% respectively. The peak ADA
levels observed in cold abscess also are much
higher compared to pyogenic abscesses with a
mean value of 229.90IU/L.
Sonone Kanchan et al had comparatively
highlighted the role of ADA measurements in
pulmonary tuberculosis patients with and
without pleural effusion [15].
Mukesh Kumar Aggarwal et al had concluded in
their study that higher serum ADA levels are seen
in culture positive patients of tuberculosis than
healthy control group [16].
A study by Y.C.Gary Lee et al also highlighted
high ADA levels in pleural fluids of tubercular
lymphocytic fluid [17]. Not much data exists in
literature for ADA levels in the contents of cold
abscess but the outcome of our study is in
coherence with related conclusions drawn from
available literature.
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